Abstract. L. Carleson showed that if <p e BMC^Ä") and supp ç> is compact, then q> can be written in the form <p(x) = 2"_, / P^fa ~ v)**( v) dy + b¿x) where Sf-ollM.
1. Introduction. All functions considered are real valued measurable functions.
For <p G Lfo^R ") we define IMIbmo = SUP inf IRI-1 [ |«p(x) -c\dx where the supremum is taken over all balls B and \B\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of B. And we define BMO(R") = {<p: ||<p||BMO < oo}. In [3] , Fefferman and Stein showed that BMO(R") is the dual space of HX(R"), where
IISlll,.-||Slll.'+ 2 ll*y(g)||L., 7 = 1 Ry(g) = JF-'^y(¿i|,2) 'Vif))«)) and F denotes the Fourier transform. Recently L. Carleson [1] showed a new characterization of BMO which gives another proof of the duality between H ' and BMO, that is, Theorem A. Let h G Cx(R") and assume that h(x), \Vh(x)\ < (1 + |x|)~"_1, h(x) > 0, fh(x) dx = 1 and h(x) is even. Let ||<p||bmo ^ ^ and supp <p c Bx, where B, = {x G R": \x\ </}. Then there exists a positive number M, only depending on n, a sequence of functions bk(x) such that 2"_0||^lloo ** M and tk(y) > 0 such that <Pix) = 2 f \(y) ix -y)bkiy) dy + b0ix) keN J where h,(x) = rnh(x/t) and N = {1,2,3, ... }.
Carleson's proof showed that we can take b2 = b3-0
provided that supp h c Bx. But, in Fourier analysis, important cases occur when the support of h is not bounded, for example, the Poisson kernel
Pl(x) = cnt/(\x\2+t2r+i)/2. Now, we show (1) is possible in general.
Theorem 1. Let <p and h be as in Theorem A. Then there exists a positive number M, depending only on n, bounded functions b0(x), bx(x) and a positive function t(y) such that ll*olL + IIML < M,
<p(x) = f hliy)(x -y)bx(y) dy + b0(x).
Concerning the duality between Hx and BMO, our modification does not give more information than does Carleson's result, but it means that there exists a Carleson measure v of a special type such that <p(x) = f P,(x -y) dv(y, t) + b0(x).
JR"X(0,oo) (For the definition of the Carleson measure see [6, p. 222] .) In §3, we extend this result to the space of homogeneous type with certain geometric assumptions, in particular to BMO(32?n).
The letters C and c will be used to denote various constants and the various uses of them do not all denote the same constant. Thus changing the order of the summation, we get
Since the last two terms are bounded, we get
Corollary. Assume that \\q>\\BMO < C and supp <¡p c Bx. Then there exist
To prove Theorem 1, we need the above corollary and the following Lemma. Let (ß, F, p) be a a-finite measure space with no atoms. Let {Fk}keN be a sequence of nondecreasing atomic sub-a-fields of F. Let Ak be the set of the atoms of Fk. Let {uk(x)}k£N be a sequence of nonnegative functions such that \\^keNuk\\<x, < 1. Then there exist mutually disjoint F-measurable sets {Hk}keN such that p.(Hk n B) = [ uk(x) dp.(x) (7) for any k G N and B G Ak.
Proof of Theorem 1. For simplicity we consider the case n = 1. We may assume that ||<p||Bmo ls sufficiently small. By the corollary, we get bounded functions {dk(x)}keN, d(x) and positive numbers [rk}keN with (4) , (5) and (6) . Let {ek}ksN be positive numbers such that 2~krk > ek and ek/ek+x G N for any k G N. Let {Fk}keN be the atomic sub-a-fields such that Ak = {¡Jek, (j + l)ek): j G Z}, where Ak is as in the lemma. Set uk(x) = |<4(x)|. Then, by (4) and the lemma, we get mutually disjoint measurable sets {Hk}keN with (7) . If x G Hk, we put fk(x) = \Hk n [A, U + 1K)I"7V+1)* dkiy) dy Jj*k where x G \jsk, (J + IK). If x G Hk, we put/t(x) = 0. Then, by (7), \\fk\\oe < 1. For/ E LU.*) (i-e./U 6 LX(B) for all j5 = Br(x)) we define II/IIbm«*) = «up inf |5|-' f |/(x) -e\ dp. where M is independent of <p, r0 and x0.
The proof is the same as with Theorem 1 and we will omit it. [This kind of generalization is announced in [2] under the assumption Krix, y) = 0 if p(x, y) > r. ) Example. 9R" denotes {z = (z" . .., z") G C: 2*_,|zfc|2 =1}. On dB" we define p(z, w) = \l -*Znk_xzkwk\" and Kr(z, w) = P((l -rx/n)z, w), where P(f, z)
= C"(l -|í|2)"/|l -f • z|2" that is the Poisson-Szegö kernel. Then, by using the Lebesgue surface measure da, we obtain a space of homogeneous type with (a)-(k). Thus, by Theorem 2, for any <p G BMO(9R"), there exist bounded functions b0(z), bx(z) and t(z) such that 1/2 < t(z) < 1, Wb^ + \\bt\\m < A/||<p||BMO and <p(z) = [ P(t(w)w, z)bx(w) daiw) + b0iz). (11) and(12) follow easily. Q.E.D.
